UCCA’s in-country partner – AICM – organized a convoy this week to deliver medical aid to Ukrainian towns and villages on the Russian border. UCCA-donated medical supplies were delivered to 11 hospitals, 9 social centers and 27 center for primary care...
...including to a pediatric hospital in Kramatorsk, Donetsk Oblast.

Receiving the donations is Dr. Kapusta, Chief Doctor
Packages of Fieldsheer jackets & socks were prepared and sent to Ukraine’s freedom fighters in the Kherson direction.
Hemostatic gels for tactical first-aid kits were purchased and sent to Ukraine’s defenders in the east.
UCCA supports an orphanage in Chernihiv Oblast...
…delivering toys and clothes to the children.
UCCA secured and sent urgently needed supplies for the elderly in Mykolaiv.
#SupportUkraine

UCCA continues to seek your support.

Since before February 22, 2022, UCCA worked with partners to stock warehouses full of medicines and pharmaceuticals. Then, as Russia unleashed its genocidal war, UCCA began delivering crucial non-lethal military assistance to our freedom fighters defending democracy against tyranny and providing direct relief to help alleviate the humanitarian challenges Ukrainians face due to Russia’s unprovoked invasion. UCCA’s support has not relented! #SupportUkraine Humanitarian Assistance continues, thanks to the backing we receive from individuals such as you – THANK YOU!

In the season of giving, UCCA hopes it can count on your continued generous financial contributions!